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DAPHNE BLUNT, 16
Fanlala Fashionista

She’s an actress, singer, writer and fashion
correspondent – is there anything Daphne Blunt can’t do?
Her AOL/Fanlala series Daphne’s Look of the Week gives
viewers the latest scoop on teen celeb fashion and she
also covers pop culture on Fanlala’s The Feed. Did we
mention how much we <3 her self-titled fashion blog
on Wordpress? But there’s more to this girl than an eye
for style. She starred in Radio Disney’s web series My
Dream and before she even hit her teens her single “Crush
Rush” hit the top spot on the pop charts.

“When someone tells me I can’t do something, I try even harder
to do whatever it is, to show that I can do anything.”

“I have been called bossy before, but I take that as a compliment.
I am a strong, positive young woman and I know how to be a
leader and that’s a good thing.”
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EMILY ABRAMS, 19
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After studying
environmental
science in high
school, recent
grad Emily
Abrams came
to believe that
climate change is
her generation’s
defining issue.
She decided to
combine her
concern for the
ecology with her
passion for food,
and the recently
released Don’t
Cook the Planet
Loving Food
was born. The
book is filled with
& the Planet
Emily’s tips on
reducing your carbon “food”-print, as well as recipes from
well-known chefs, celebs and activists who share her
interest in reversing climate change.
“Five years from now I hope to have graduated from USC
(she’ll be a freshman this fall) and to be doing something
that I love. To be honest, I’m only 19! I don’t think I’m
supposed to know what I want to be doing in five years.
I hope to figure that out in the next four.”

BETHANY LOOI, 18
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Bethany Looi loves traveling, social media, Spanish
language and iPhone photography. That makes her
a lot like many other teenage girls. She runs her own
online social media management and virtual assistant
business AND blogs about social media and travel on her
self-titled website—that sets her apart from the pack. That,
and the fact that she has already visited 26 countries.

International
Busy-ness

Up next for Bethany:
a journey on the Trans
Mongolian Railway
through Russia and
China, writing a book,
learning more and
expanding her
business.
“I’m on a mission
to speak Spanish
fluently. While in
Paraguay, I was
asking a lady at a
convenience store
for toothpaste. I
ended up getting
funny looks from
people in the store.
Somehow, I later
found out, I was
telling the lady to
go hang herself!
Something got lost
in translation . . . ”
justinemagazine.com
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